
The cost of electric sold

to members was well

below other cooperatives

in the state and nation.

This shows the WEA

Board of Directors

desire to refund capital

credits as soon as the

cooperative can financially.

It also shows the Boards

and management's

effectiveness in controlling

expenses. Overall, WEA

is financially strong,

despite a weak economy.

-l-h. National Rural Utilities Cooperative
I Finance Corporation (CFC) does an annual

assessment of financial trends among rural electric
cooperatives nationwide. The annual assessment,
called "K.y Ratio Trend Analysis" (KRTA) is based
upon data submitted by 648 electric cooperatives
for the year ending December 31, 2010, as
compared to results for the same cooperatives for
last year's KRTA. CFC developed the KRTA in
1975 to help electric cooperative managers and
board members analyze a complete picture of their
system's performance as compared to national
median numbers. The assessment shows values for
Yampa Valley Electric compared to U.S. median,
Colorado Cooperatives median and cooperatives in
the U.S. of like meter size. Key points of this year's
KRTA for Yampa Valley Electric include:
. The "Modified Debt Service Coverage" (MDSC)

means the higher the number demonstrates
the cooperatives ability to cover principal and
interest payments. YVEA MDSC ratio is 4.I9,
compared to U.S. median of 2.0; state median of
2.06 andlike consumer size of 2.03.
The "Median Times Interest Earned Ratio"
(TIER) means the higher the number
demonstrates the cooperatives ability to
generate earnings adequate to meet interest
payments on long-term debt. YVEA TIER ratio
is7.52, compared to U.S. median of 2.56; state
median of 3.72 and like consumer size of 2.68.
The "Electric Revenue per kwh sold" reflects
the average cost per kWh sold. YVE.{s average
cost was 9.453 cents per kWh, compared to U.S.
median of 10.03 cents; state median of 10.96

cents and like consumer size of
9.98 cents.

. The'Annual Growth in Number
of Consumers" reflects the

percentage of system growth in consumers".
YVEAs growth was0.27o/o, comparedto U.S.
median of 0.37o/o;state medianof 0.460/o andlike
consumer size of0.31%.

. The'Annual Growth in kWh Sold" reflects the
percentage of growth in the sales of electricity.
YVEAs growth was a negative 2.58o/o, compared
to U.S. median of 4.8o/o;state medianof 2.91o/o
and like consumer size of 7.640/o.

. The "Total Operating Expenses per Total kwh
Sold' reflects the average cost per kWh sold
that is directly related to operating expenses.
YVEAS average cost was 1.75 cents per kWh,
compared to U.S. median of 2.0 cents; state
median of 2.I cents and like consumer size of
2.0 cents.

. The'Annual Capital Credits Retired per Total
Eqrtty" reflects the percentage of money
refunded to members as related to total equity.
YVEAs refund percentage was 5.21o/o, compared
to U.S. median of I.99o/o;state medianof 2.33o/o
and like consumer size of 1.58o/o.

. The "EqutV as a Percentage of Assets" reflects
the percentage of member equlty compared to
the cooperatives total assets. YVEAs member
equlty percentage was 73.59o/o, compared to
U.S. median of 49.17o/o; state median of 45.83o/o
and like consumer size of 31.45o/o.

What does this mean to YVEA members? The
financial ratios, used by bankers to judge credit
worthiness, are very good. The cost of electricity
sold to members was well below other cooperatives
in the state and nation. This shows the YVEA
Board of Directors desire to refund capital credits
as soon as the cooperative can financially permit.
It also shows the Boards and management's
effectiveness in controlling expenses. Overall,
YVEA is financially strong, despite a weak economy.



Avoid Costly Wintertime Termination of Electric Service
Disconnecting a member's electric service for nonpayment

is one of the most unpleasant jobs at YVEA, especially in cold
winter months. However, to keep bad debts down, a cost every
bill-paying member shares, disconnections are enforced. The
wintertime loss of electric service due to non-payment of
your electric bill(s) can mean frozenwater pipes and costly
repairs. If you travel extensively, plan an extended vacation, or
own a second home, please contact one of our offices to make
arrangements to pay your monthly electric bill.

WEAs BUDGET BILLING plan is a great way for members
to even out the fluctuations in your monthly electric bill. With
budget billing, you pay the same amount each month for 11
months, and the 12th month is the settlement month where
your payment will be higher or lower based upon your actual
usage for the year. To qualify for budget billing, members must
have had twelve month's satisfactory payment history at any
location in YVEAs service territory.

You might consider using our THIRD PARTY
NOTIFICATION to send a copy of any disconnect notice and
phone call to a friend, family member or business associate.
This notice will allow the third party designee to pay the bill on
your behalf or allow them to contact the Association on your
behalf regarding the bill.

The AUTOMATIC PAYMENT PLAN is designed to have
your monthly electric bill automatically deducted from your
checking account or applied to your Visa or MasterCard credit
card. Save stamps, gas and time by using this valuable service.
If you pay your bills using your bank's online payment service,
be sure you understand your bank's policy on how long it takes
to process your online payment.

The AUTOMATIC SERVICE TRANSFER will ensure that the
electric service continues by transferring the service into your
name when a tenant asks for a disconnect.

We make an effort to work with members to avoid
disconnecting electric service. But many times, members
ignore disconnection notices on their bills, notification calls
and/or fail to contact YVEA to make arrangements to pay
prior to disconnection. If at any time you have a problem
paying your bill, please contact YVEA. If an YVEA employee is
dispatched to disconnect service for non-payment, a collection
fee of $50 during normal business hours and a $110 after hours
fee must be paid in addition to the total outstanding balance.

Contact either YVEA office in Craig or Steamboat Springs
or visit our website http://www.yvea.com for additional
information. To comply with Federal laws, members must
make a credit card payment by calling 871-2260.

Generator Safety
If you own an emergency generator, it is critical for your

safety, and the safety of YVEAs line workers that your

equipment be properly installed. Improper installation can

result in house fires or feeding electricity back into the grid

and endangering the lives of repair crews.

It's also critical that YVEA be aware that you have a
generator. If you have not already done so, please call YVEA

so we can note the generator location and confirm that a safe

transfer switch is being used to switch between standby and

utility power.

If you are thinking of buying a generator, make sure it is the
right size for your needs. Make a list of all the appliances and
wattage of each that you are going to operate at the same time.
Tabulate the total sum of wattage and then you can properly

size the generator you need to purchase. Never exceed
the rated capacity of your generator. Make sure any
generator you purchase is UL or FM listed. Always
have a qualified electrician install the generator's
transfer switch. This will ensure that the house wires
are isolated from the utility wires. Generators must
be vented outside and must never be refueled while
operating. Always follow the manufacturer's instructions
for safe operation and maintenance and most importantly,
keep children and pets away from portable generators at all
times. For these and other electrical safety tips, visit the ESFI
website at www.electrical-safety.org, or contact YVEA.
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Winter Ceiling Fan Use
Most people think of ceiling fans as a way to cool

themselves in the summer. However, ceiling fans can
be very useful during the winter months, especially if
you have vaulted ceilings.

By changing the rotation of your ceiling fan blades, you can direct
them to force cooler air upwards, toward the ceiling and displace the
warm air that naturally rises. During the winter, heated air rises toward the ceiling and
cool air settles toward the floor. Depending on the room size and shape, there could be a
15-degree difference between the floor and the ceiling.

Fan direction is normally controlled by a toggle switch located on the fan-s cylindrical body.
Find the switch and turn it the opposite of its current summer position for winter use.

The fan speed should be fast enough to break up stagnant air trapped in the corners and
in the peaks of sloped and cathedral ceiling but slow enough so it doesnt create a draft.
Another way is to stand directly under the fan when it is running at full speed. If you feel
gentle air movement, your fan is set for winter use. If you feel air hitting you hard, the fan
is set for summer use.

During the winter it is best to set your fan on a low speed. It doesnt take a lot of force
to move the warm air that collects around the ceiling.

The RESA?? What is lt?
RESAP is an Acronym for Rural Electric

Safety Achievement Program, which
is a NRECA (National Rural Electric
Cooperative Association) safety inspection
conducted every three years by outside
parties. The program has changed this year
to an Achievement rather than Accreditation
Program, which requires the General
Managers adoption of the guiding principles
of safety. This is followed by a formal
assessment conducted by an observation
team made up of three members who are
employed at others cooperatives in the State.
The inspection consist of reviewing accident
investigation documentation, injury &
accident history, as well as inspecting

administration offices, trucks,
equipment, substations, tools and

PPE, to name just a few.
Now at this point your

probably asking, why are
you telling me all this. Well
here's why. YVEA was the
first cooperative in Colorado

to take the plunge into this
new certification process. This

month, three observers stepped
through the threshold of the front

office door and began assessing YVEAs

safety environment and after three days
of review the results are in and I have to
say that we did fairly well in all categories.
Now you're probably wondering what the
benefit is. The benefit is vast and I have
personally witnessed the transformation
of ideology towards safety through the
preparation phase. Employees began to see
how we are to operate or the procedures
and paperwork required to remain safe
and in compliance. Safety is a lot about
attitude and understanding. We have now
created an environment considered a "safety
culture." The goal now is to establish a Safety
Improvement Plan to make things even
better. The sky's the limit. Oh, and we also
get a five percent discount on our workman's
compensation insurance, an added bonus.

On another note YVEA was awarded
two accident free record awards for 2010's
performance, one from CREA (Colorado
Rural Electric Association) and one from
the Federated Rural Electric Insurance
Exchange.

In conclusion it is recognized that safety
can only be had within a safety culture
in which the YVEA employees have
embraced with open arms. Well done YVEA
employees!!
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Numerous telephone calls are taken from consumers during the winter months related to a higher
than normal charge for the month's electric bill. Electricity is one of the few things you use before you
pay for it. When the bill arrives, the electricity has been used. If you bought more than you meant to,
its too late for YVEA to do anything about it. At that point, consumers believe the meter must be at
fault! The truth is that YVEA finds very few meters to be faulty. Most meters tested show the meter to
be running slightly slow.

Electricity is constantly working for you by keeping your home warm, heating your water, lighting
the darkness and providing you with entertainment on the TV and stereo. It's so convenient and so
automatic that you forget where and when you use it. Reading your meter on a daily basis for two
weeks will help you understand how and when you use electricity. Is your consumption the same
every day, or are there days when it's much higher than average? On the days of higher consumption,
what did you do differently, (i.e. wash and dry clothes, use an engine block heater etc.).

It is easy to draw a wrong conclusion if you're comparing your bilt with your neighbor's bill. Even if
your home is smaller, your electric bill maybe higher due to your appliances and lifesryle. If you feel
your bill is too high, check with YVEA and ask for an energy audit.

The top 10 ways to save your energy dollars this winter are:

High Bills or High Usage?

1. Add insulation to ceilings, walls and heating ducts.
You can slash heating costs by 250/o with proper
insulation levels.

2. Wrap your water heater in an insufation jacket and lower
the water heater setting to 1 10 degrees.

3. Turn the thermostat down. You cut heating costs by 30/o for
every degree you lower the thermostat.

4. Install storm doors and windows and close the damper
on fireplaces.

5. Use ceiling fans to push warm air down into the living
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space. Fans should turn counter-clockwise in the winter
and clockwise in the summer.

6. Insulate and seal windows with plastic or vinyl sheeting.
7. Caulk small gaps and weather-strip around doors

and windows.
8. Use a timer on your car's engine block heater.
9. Install draft blockers or insulating gaskets around

electric outlets. :
10. Open draperies on sunny days, and close them at night and

make sure to maintain proper humidity levels in the home.


